Concept Abstract
Submit the one-page abstract with your concept video. Abstract
submission is required before concepts are posted online.

In a few words, describe the general idea of your concept (game/social media/signs/book, etc.)
A great amount of information is shared daily from different sources and through many platforms; however, many times it does not

attract the attention of the target audience, or the information does not come from reliable sources that guarantee its veracity.
Therefore, we have developed "Miner Simulator", a first-person decision-making simulator videogame using virtual reality technology,

where you can live the experience of the mining industry without leaving home.

In a brief paragraph, describe your concept and how it will change the public’s perception of mining.
Through a virtual reality simulator, the aim is to witness in the first person the functioning of a formal mining operation that the professional goes through
throughout the stages of a project. Likewise, the user will be able to modify the course of the story by making decisions according to his criteria. If an incorrect
choice is made, the simulator interface will inform the player of the negative consequences, allowing the user to reanalyze the situation and make a new choice.

This system allows the player to learn, developing skills such as conflict resolution, critical thinking, and autonomy. The objective is to eliminate the myths
about mining through the new generations and that people can inform themselves more closely and thus generate greater acceptance of the sustainable mining industry.

In a few words, describe your intended audience.
The project is aimed at the general public, especially young people: children and adolescents; in those regions where a negative perception

of mining has been formed due to the circulation of unreliable information.

How far reaching do you envision your concept, that is, how many people and at what age ranges do
you think your concept will reach?
In the short term, the objective is to reach children and adolescents in the 8 to 18-year-old range of the aforementioned target audience

around the world. Indirectly, it is expected that these young people and children will share the information with their closest

social circle, so the number of people reached will grow exponentially in the long term.

Please show a general breakdown and total projected cost of your project, if it were to be noticed or
sponsored.
Video recording and editing $1000
Software development $1500

Mobility $400, Marketing $900
Research and development $100
Additional costs $600

Briefly please include any additional information you would like judges to know about your concept.
To this day, mining in Peru still has a bad reputation due to incorrect actions that were carried out in the past, mainly because
there were no clear regulations in the country and no supervision by the Government. Therefore, this proposal could bring members

of the rural community closer to modern mining, which seeks a balance between economic benefit, care for the environment,
and the development of society, in other words, it seeks to be sustainable. This looks at our reality acted as an inspiration to create

a proposal for a product that is innovative, current, and attractive to modern society.
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